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About This Game

NYAN DESTROYER is a space shooter, where you have to destroy a myriad of lovely creatures. These creatures have already
enslaved most of the human population that is why people prefer to play carelessly with them, rather than destroy them... Their

brainwashing techniques haven’t yet touched you, so get in the spaceship and fight back against these sweet creatures!

In this game, you have to choose one of the nine spaceships, each of which has its own unique weapon and characteristics, and
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then go into open space to fight cute creatures.

The game includes 4 different zones, where there are their respective enemies. Almost every zone is different in mechanics and
creatures that inhabit it.

In addition to the nine unique weapons of each ship, you can also find eight additional types of weapons starting with the classic
machine gun and finishing with the cookies-bombs.

The game is endless and has a high score table, so you can compete for the first place around the world!

As you know, you’d fight fire with fire, and since your enemies are cute creatures, then you have not quite ordinary spaceships
at your disposal. In the game, there are 8 types of different combat ships that differ in built-in weapons and characteristics:

- Heart
- Guitar
- Pizza

- Watermelon
- Spinner

- Something triangular ¯\_(ツ)_/¯
- Butterfly

Sprinkle your enemies with pollen, shoot them with watermelon seeds or break them with the power of love!

During the battle, you can collect additional weapons in order to strengthen your fighting power and shoot at once from two
guns, the main and additional:

- Cookies-bombs;
- Shotgun;

- Machine gun;
- Rocket launcher;

- Rainbow flamethrower;
- Protective aura;
- Worm machine;
- Banana impulse.
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You have to face a lot of enemies of various kinds, which in the game as many as thirteen pieces, one of which is the main boss.
Destroy these insidious creatures and let your hand not falter in the face of the sweetest of them.

Sit down in your sweet ship and fly to destroy honey enemies by the power of scorching love!
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Title: NYAN DESTROYER
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Khokhlov
Publisher:
Khokhlov
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512MB

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Unfortunately the game only looks good if you happen to have stamp sized screen (800x600 looks ok).
Tried running it 1920x1080, and results were horrible.

Menu desing was horrible, you could atleast give player a brief of what theyre doing there and some settings could be set up at
fly (mouse speed)

Idea great, pricepoint should be twice lower if this is really going to be playable.

At the moment, it aint a full game.  It still has potential.

. I got this DLC in the complete pack. All off them suffer from the same flaws so this review is copied to all of them.

Now. The skins and weapons are totally fine. The problem here is the extreme pricing and the fact that this game has a
modding community with better, free, stuff. They even admit that a lot of this is made by said community. I as a
console peasant and a sucker did not get this simple fact and pronounced \u201cYes! I do want to pay more!\u201d.

Don\u2019t be like me. Don\u2019t suck, blow\u2026 wait, what?. very very buggy, often unable to save and lose a lot
of progress as a result.. I'm sure this could be a fun game to casually pass a little time, but the learning curve seems
rather steep for what's meant to be a casual card game. The illustrations on the card are cute, but they and the non-
English text leave precious little room to read what the card actually does, and the user interface is so poorly designed
that it takes actual work just to select each card, view each card, stop viewing each card, and then eventually make your
choice. This game held my attention for a little while because I wanted so much to like it, but, in the end, I just couldn't
get into the game, the gameplay itself taxed my patience more than it should have, and eventually it just all seemed so
pointless.. This game is utterly pointless. This is the worst farming type sim I've ever played.. nothing like Stardew,
Harvest Moon, etc. You can't talk to anyone. There are simple, repetitive quests that you seemingly receive nothing for
completing. You can expand the farm to a huge amount of space, but farming with the original animals and 3x3 plot of
land you'll have more than enough to fill up the shop to capacity. Only a few people seem to buy items per day, and
seemingly only while you stand next to the shop. Leveling up seems to have no advantages. Buying any upgrades feels
like it involves endless grinding to come up with the cash, with barely any rewards. Buying better swords doesn't seem
to have much or any benefit, and there's not much of a point to fighting anyway. In addition to grinding, the game is a
constant search for food (apples) in order to not die, by cutting wood that otherwise serves no purpose. I guess there is
one person you can date, but I don't know why I would continue to that point unless I was very bored. In conclusion, I
guess I was left feeling frustrated, and thinking, "Is this it? This can't possibly be all there is?". haha Yellow Turban
Rebellion was put to rest haha. interesting take on a puzzle game not that i have played many like this.

PROs
- simple levels to start, leading to harder and harder levels
- good storyline
- nice spacey\/creepy music
- large enviroments and scenery with attention to detail

CONs
- some levels are 'to the wire' and very early on
- others can be too simple or needless (short level to teach you about the next level)
- movement feels floaty and tempermental

Overall 8.5\/10. It's buggy but fun to waste time
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Pretty fun game! Played this game with my nephews and they loved it! Plus they learn math so that's cool.. This Dlc is much
better than the main game itself. It doesn't have \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 assault rifle sections. All missions are
good. It also has special Challenge mission which is really tough and interresting. Highly recommended buying
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game for this great dlc only.. Excellent game simple and addictive.. Settle and
Carlisle is a game for all ages although it does'nt let you survey the routes the game is fun and brings cool locos but it could use
some editing
. vic.mail> review

Since I've played Hacker Evolution from exosyphen, I'm interested in hacking games. Well, I don't play them often but when
Hack RUN was announced, I was intrigued, so, I buy it. And I bought also ZERO.

I've finally decided to play it after finishing Hack RUN and I knew where I would land. Flashy green on a black screen with
commands only to type and nothing else around. And like the previous game, the big negative point is the lack of music. The
only sound is the sound of your keyboard (and... I'm letting you discover it).

Like for Hack RUN, you're staying in the game for 2 main reasons:
- You want to know the story
- These achievements unlocking each time you're hacking, or receiving, or... in other words, it can be a quick release of
achievements.

Because, let's be honest: typing always the same thing because the piece of information you need is always in an email isn't
really captivating. Well, thanks god, there is at least 5% of the game that aren't about typing m and e.

And yet, if typing the same thing is boring, trying to find passwords, or usernames, or any clue that can help you is very very
enjoyable. And be aware of something: the game is more sneaky for the password, even relying on your knowledge of muscle
cars, classical composers or any name that could fit a dog (still puzzled how that password can be found). But the best here is the
inclusion of voicemails... if you're used to English. Else, it will be perhaps a little harder for you.

Now, if you'll excuse me, I'm waiting for the third game to come so that. After zo-

-----press any key to continue----
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CONGRATULATIONS, YOU ADVANCED TO LEVEL X - YOU SUCCESFULLY INTERRUPTED VIC'S REVIEW

(I'm not going to reveal here the big twist but 10\/10 for the game by the way)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. Cool interface, a strategic hacking
game that depends on hacking skills to progress through the story line. Music is kind of repetitive.. A slick, atmospheric, puzzler
that doesn't hold your hand.. A Paradox game is sort of like having your most amazing dream car! Only the of outside of the car
is complete however, you have to pay extra for the inner workings so you can even drive it somewhere. Seriously ridiculous dlc
policy warning everyone... Well thought out and decently executed. At least some of the commentators make some unepected
observations of more insight than expected, even if you already know and understand and agree with the over-arching, more
obvius points. Would have benefitted from at least a tip of the hat to other minority communities in gaming. Recommended
overall, and I feel I got my money's worth out of it even if I wasn't overwhelmed by awesome.
. I've seen the bad reviews, but then I thought "this game concept is too cool to fail!"
I was very wrong.
I'm not saying the game will never be great, but this looks very early access.
The graphic is nice, everything else...well, where to start?

- Very slow loadings between any page and any other
- How you customize your smartphone doesn't really influence the game
- Totally unbalanced and unpolished...2Gb RAM with 2Gb ROM in 2019? At 1300$? And someone buys it?
- You should be able to start earlier
- After 1 month, I don't see the developers polishing the game and listening to players
- You can't pause or modify the game speed
- Why can't I get tech points while my employees are idle?
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- Why the employees avatar are completely random?
- The employee photos ruin the atmosphere, they're not in line with the rest of the game graphic.
- If I make the smartphone bigger and thicker, I should have the option to get a bigger battery.
- When you choose the color, you have to move the slider, you can't just click where you want
- The fingerprint reader is free? And why can't I put it under the screen?
- Where are foldable smartphones?
- The prices of the displays are unrealistic
- Why are the smartphone prices fixed? Do I sell them all on my website? Then, why can't I customize it? Why can't I choose to
sell on Amazon or on retail stores?
- There's no button to exit from the hire employee screen
- Full of bugs, for example when the fans diminish, they actually stay the same
- You can't lose: everyone will buy anything
- Why is thickness a good thing?
- Why does it accept absurd camera\/logo etc. positions? At this point, it would be better to not customize it at all
- After a few minutes, it becomes very boring: you make a random smartphone, they develop it, everyone buys it, you become
richer, repeat.

Like one of the reviewer in the game always says, "I'm disappointed with the purchase".
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